Reduced hippocampal volumes are probably the most frequently reported structural neuroimaging finding associated with major depressive disorder (MDD). However, it remains unclear whether altered hippocampal structure represents a risk factor for or a consequence of MDD. Reduced hippocampal volumes were consistently reported in subjects affected by childhood maltreatment. As the prevalence of childhood maltreatment is highly elevated in MDD populations, previous morphometric findings regarding hippocampal atrophy in MDD therefore might have been confounded by maltreatment experiences. The aim of this study was to differentiate the impact of childhood maltreatment from the influence of MDD diagnosis on hippocampal morphometry. Depressed patients (85) as well as 85 age-and sex-matched healthy controls underwent structural MRI. The Childhood Trauma Questionnaire was administered to estimate experiences of childhood maltreatment. Hippocampal volume and surface structure was examined by the use of two independent methods, automated segmentation (FSL-FIRST) and voxel-based morphometry (VBM8). In line with existing studies, MDD patients showed reduced hippocampal volumes, and childhood maltreatment was consistently associated with hippocampal volume loss in both, patients and healthy controls. However, no analysis revealed significant morphological differences between patients and controls if maltreatment experience was regressed out. Our results suggest that hippocampal alterations in MDD patients may at least partly be traced back to higher occurrence of early-life adverse experiences. Regarding the strong morphometric impact of childhood maltreatment and its distinctly elevated prevalence in MDD populations, this study provides an alternative explanation for frequently observed limbic structural abnormalities in depressed patients.
INTRODUCTION
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is one of the most debilitating diseases worldwide, and the social and economic burden is a major challenge in public health (World Health Organization, 2001) . As effective treatment and prevention requires knowledge of risk factors and their neurobiological mechanisms, there is a need for a more detailed understanding of the etiology and the biological implications of this disease.
MDD and other affective disorders were consistently shown to be accompanied by functional and structural aberrations in cerebral areas involved in emotion processing (Cusi et al, 2012; Stuhrmann et al, 2011) . Neuroimaging studies on MDD showed various alterations in limbic structures, including the hippocampus, the striatum, and the cingulate cortex (Arnone et al, 2012a) . In fact, reduced hippocampal volume is probably the most frequently reported finding in neuroimaging studies comparing MDD patients with healthy controls (Cole et al, 2011) . Recent meta-analyses underlined this notion, but the debate on its underpinnings prevails (MacQueen and Frodl, 2011) . Alterations in this structure have been found to be associated with various clinical and demographic characteristics in patient samples (McKinnon et al, 2009) . However, some studies indicate that reduced hippocampal volumes might be apparent before onset of disease in subjects at risk for depression (Amico et al, 2011) . Hence, hippocampal alterations have been suspected to mediate the effect of longterm stressful life events on depression risk rather than constituting a disease marker (Frodl et al, 2010b) .
The hippocampus is one of the most plastic structures of the human brain, and genesis of hippocampal neurons has been shown to occur life-long and to be actuated by environmental as well as by genetic influence (Covic et al, 2010; Eriksson et al, 1998) . Thus, impaired hippocampal neurogenesis and synaptic dysfunction are susceptible to have a key role in the pathophysiology of depressive disorder (Duman and Aghajanian, 2012) . As its pronounced neuroplastic capacity is influenced by elevated levels of glucocorticoids typically involved in stress regulation, gray matter loss may be induced by adverse experiences (Wang et al, 2010) . The detrimental impact of stressful life events seems to be markedly increased in decisive periods of brain development during childhood (Heim et al, 2008) .
Consequently, traumatic early-life experiences have been shown to exacerbate transformation processes of cerebral structures linked to emotional regulation (van Harmelen et al, 2010; Teicher et al, 2004) . Small hippocampal volumes have been repeatedly detected in subjects affected by childhood maltreatment (Dannlowski et al, 2012; Teicher and Samson, 2013) . There has been growing evidence regarding the genesis of these trauma-related changes in limbic structures to be independent from disease status, as they could be found in both healthy subjects and currently depressed patients suffering from MDD (Chaney et al, 2014; Edmiston et al, 2011; Frodl et al, 2010b; Vythilingam et al, 2002) . Teicher et al (2012) showed that hippocampal shape alterations in subjects having experienced childhood maltreatment is not mediated by the presence or absence of life-time affective disorders.
Childhood maltreatment is a major risk factor for the development of affective disorders (Gilbert et al, 2009) and unsurprisingly, its prevalence is highly elevated in MDD populations (Scott et al, 2012) . Furthermore, adverse early-live experiences have been shown to aggravate course and outcome of MDD (Nanni et al, 2012) . As childhood maltreatment appears to show a massive impact on hippocampal volume and structure in patients and controls alike, it could represent a powerful confounder for a direct comparison of these groups regarding hippocampal size and structure. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no study available demonstrating hippocampal atrophy in depressed patients that systematically controlled for these detrimental effects of childhood maltreatment.
Regarding the dwelling dispute on either the state (disease marker) or trait (risk factor) characteristic of hippocampal structure, it appears exigent to investigate the structural impact of both early-life adversities and current disease status. Therefore, in our study, we sought to clarify to which level hippocampal changes represent effects of current disease or long-term consequences of adverse experiences in earlier life. The impact of childhood maltreatment on hippocampal alterations was investigated in a large sample of 85 currently depressed patients and 85 healthy controls. We expected hippocampal volumes in both groups to be influenced by childhood maltreatment experiences. We further hypothesized that differences in hippocampal morphometry between patients and healthy controls would be diminished or even not be traceable when accounting for childhood maltreatment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Currently depressed patients (85) as well as 85 age-and gender-matched healthy controls participated in our study. All patients were under inpatient treatment at the University Hospital of Münster. Healthy subjects were recruited via newspaper advertisement, with no apparent link to childhood maltreatment indicated. Clinical diagnosis were obtained using the DSM-IV Structured Clinical Interview (SCID-I) in patients and controls (Wittchen et al, 1997) . The Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D) (Hamilton, 1960) , and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck and Steer, 1987) were administered to assess the current level of depression. Only acutely depressed patients showing scores of 418 and healthy controls showing scores of o10 in the BDI were included in our study (see Table 1 for details). Most depressed subjects were medicated (see Table 2 for details). In order to evaluate the potential impact of antidepressant treatment, medications were coded in terms of dose and treatment durations into levels from 1 to 4 according to the suggestions of Sackeim (2001) were any history of severe neurological (eg, concussion, stroke, tumor, neuro-inflammatory diseases) and medical (eg, cancer, chronic inflammatory or autoimmune diseases, infections) conditions. Controls were ensured to be free from any history of psychiatric disorders or any psychotropic medication. Occurrence of childhood maltreatment was evaluated with the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) assessing five types of adverse early-life experiences by means of a 25-item retrospective self-report questionnaire (Bernstein et al, 1994) . The Ethics Committee at the University of Münster approved the study, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Image Acquisition
T1-weighted high-resolution anatomical images of the head were acquired using a three-dimensional (3D) fast gradient echo sequence (Turbo field echo), with a repetition time of 7.4 ms, echo time ¼ 3.4 ms, flip angle ¼ 91, two signal averages, inversion prepulse every 814.5 ms, acquired over a field of view of 256 (feet-head) Â 204 (anteriorposterior) Â 160 (right-left) mm, phase encoding in AP and RL direction, reconstructed to voxels of 0.5 mm Â 0.5 mm Â 0.5 mm. These high-resolution images were processed with two independent morphometric methods-an automated segmentation procedure and a voxel-based morphometric approach. Both methods can be regarded complementing each other. Although automated segmentation uses pre-defined anatomical landmarks to delineate the hippocampus boundaries in order to obtain volume and shape information, voxel-based morphometry focusses on gray matter structure after segmentation of gray matter across the entire brain and normalization to a template, allowing voxel-wise statistics on the determined gray matter values. Both procedures are highly reliable and sensitive methods for hippocampus morphometry in neuropsychiatric disorders, including MDD (Bergouignan et al, 2009; Lai and Wu, 2011) .
Automated Hippocampus Segmentation with FSL-FIRST
Segmentations of the hippocampus were generated using the FIRST algorithms. FIRST is a fully automated segmentation software included in the FMRIB Software Library (FSL, version 5.0.0) providing analyzing tools not only for overall volume information of the segmented structures but also for localized differences in shape. The segmentation is based on shape and appearance models constructed from 336 manually segmented images using Gaussian assumptions combined with a Bayesian probabilistic approach (http://fsl. fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fsl-4.1.9/first/index.html). Surface meshes representing the volumetric information of each structure are formed using parameterized deformable surfaces (Nugent et al, 2012) . FIRST then ascertains the most probable shape by means of linear combinations of shape variations employing the learned models. Moreover, the segmentation process includes boundary correction and registration to a MNI152 template using 12 degrees of freedom as well as a subcortical mask to detect and eliminate voxels outside the subcortical structure. Quality of segmentation and registration were manually checked for each subject. Volumes of the bilateral hippocampi were computed and further analyzed using the SPSS software package in three steps:
(1) To investigate differences in hippocampal volumes between patients and controls, an ANCOVA was performed with group (patients vs controls) as the between-subjects factor, laterality (left vs right) as the within-subjects factor, and intracranial volume (ICV) as a nuisance covariate. We hypothesized that in accordance with numerous previous neuroimaging studies, MDD patients would show reduced hippocampal volumes compared with healthy controls. (2) To investigate the impact of maltreatment on hippocampal morphometry, partial correlations of hippocampal volumes with CTQ-scores were performed, controlling for ICV. This was done for the entire sample (N ¼ 170), as well as within each group separately. We hypothesized that we could replicate previous findings that hippocampal volumes are negatively correlated with childhood maltreatment severity in both groups separately (and also in the entire combined sample). (3) In order to explore competing effects of group and childhood maltreatment, a second ANCOVA was performed identical to step 1, but now additionally controlling for CTQ-scores. We hypothesized that group differences between MDD and healthy controls are strongly diminished or even disappear if childhood maltreatment is regressed out. In addition, hierarchical regression analyses were performed including age, gender, ICV, and group membership in step 1, adding CTQ-scores in step 2 and vice versa, including age, gender, ICV, and CTQ-scores in step 1, adding group membership in step 2.
Finally, for visualization purposes, the localization of shape differences were computed using surface-based vertex analysis, which is based on multivariate statistics yielding a 3D mesh of the structure of interest. Thus, group differences and correlation of CTQ with alterations in hippocampal shape were visualized.
VBM
The VBM8-toolbox (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm) was used for analyzing gray matter information of the hippocampus, as described in our previous work (Dannlowski et al, 2012 ) (see Supplementary Materials and Methods for details).
RESULTS
FSL-FIRST
(1) Consistent with our hypothesis, a main effect of the group emerged, F(1, 167) ¼ 5.03, P ¼ 0.027, Z p 2 ¼ 0.029, indicating smaller hippocampal volumes in MDD patients compared with healthy controls. No main effect or interaction of laterality occurred (all P40.3).
(2) Correlation analyses in the entire sample revealed significant negative correlations of bilateral hippocampal volumes and CTQ-scores, controlling for ICV (left: r p ¼ À 0.321, Po0.001; right: r p ¼ À 0.272, Po0.001). All CTQ subscales showed widely similar effects on hippocampal volume (see Supplementary Table S1 for details). We further checked whether these associations were influenced by other relevant variables by adding age, gender, group membership, education, HAM-D, and BDI as control variables. However, still highly significant correlations were detected (left: r p ¼ À 0.250, P ¼ 0.001; right: r p ¼ À 0.218, P ¼ 0.005).
Separate correlation analyses in patients and healthy controls alone revealed widely the same effects. Both groups showed smaller hippocampal volumes with increasing CTQ-scores (MDD patients: left: r p ¼ À 0.283, P ¼ 0.009; right: r p ¼ À 0.278, P ¼ 0.010; healthy controls: left: r p ¼ À 0.245, P ¼ 0.025; right: r p ¼ À 0.252, P ¼ 0.021).
In the patient sample, there were no significant associations of hippocampal volumes and number of depressed episodes, duration of illness or medication load scores controlling for ICV, nor were there any significant associations between childhood maltreatment and medication load, number of depressed episodes or duration of illness controlling for ICV (all P40.05).
(3) When accounting for CTQ-scores as additional covariate in the ANCOVA from step 1, no significant group differences could be observed anymore, F(1, 166) ¼ 0. Finally, FIRST surface-based vertex-wise shape analyses visualize volume reductions in MDD compared with controls ( Figure 1a ) and the decline of this effect after adding CTQ-scores as covariate (Figure 1b) . The vertex analysis further revealed fronto-temporal, occipito-medial, and occipito-temporal areas of the left hippocampus to be significantly negatively correlated with childhood maltreatment in whole-sample analysis (FDR-corrected, Po0.05; see Figure 2b ). In depressed patients, fronto-temporal and occipito-temporal areas were significantly negatively correlated with childhood maltreatment (FDR-corrected, Po0.05; see Figure 2a ).
VBM
Similar to the volumetric finding (and to our previous report on childhood maltreatment using the same method), a main effect of CTQ-scores on hippocampal gray matter volume emerged in the bilateral hippocampus (x ¼ À 14, Figure 3) .
The two-sample t-test confirmed the volumetric findings yielding bilateral clusters with decreased gray matter volumes in depressed patients compared with healthy controls (left: x ¼ À 20, y ¼ À 22, z ¼ À 12, Z ¼ 3.04, P ¼ 0.0012, k ¼ 1048 voxels; right: x ¼ 22, y ¼ À 13, z ¼ À 12, Z ¼ 2.92, P ¼ 0.0018, k ¼ 813 voxels). However, after adding CTQ-scores to the design as a nuisance regressor, these group differences did not reach significance (all cluster sizes ko81).
DISCUSSION
At first sight, our data seem to replicate two well-established findings from different fields of neuroimaging research. First, our finding of reduced hippocampal volumes in depressed patients compared with healthy controls is well in line with numerous imaging studies showing similar effects, including meta-analyses (Arnone et al, 2012a; Cole et al, 2011; MacQueen and Frodl, 2011) . Second, the results of our study suggest a strong impact of childhood maltreatment on hippocampal morphometry in both, patients and healthy subjects, with comparable effect sizes in both samples (accounting for B8-9% variance of hippocampal volume), which is also in accordance with several previous studies reporting similar effects and effect sizes (Dannlowski et al, 2012; Edmiston et al, 2011; Teicher et al, 2012) but contradicts a study by Lenze et al (2008) that found childhood adversity to be associated with earlier onset of MDD but not with reduced hippocampal volume.
Thus, our present data confirm the neuro-structural influence of childhood maltreatment on hippocampal volume in a large sample of MDD patients and healthy controls. All trauma subtypes showed widely similar effects on hippocampal volume. However, these results should be interpreted with caution, as physical and sexual abuse subscales showed much less variance compared with emotional subscales. Presence and level of depressive symptoms did not change the characteristics of this association. Remarkably, this negative correlation remained significant even when accounting for group membership as a control variable in the whole-sample analysis, as it is also found in both groups separately. This is again well in line with previous reports demonstrating strong maltreatment effects on hippocampal volumes even if MDD patient status or life-time presence of affective disorders is accounted for (Chaney et al, 2014; Teicher et al, 2012) .
However, no significant disparity in hippocampal volumes between patients and healthy controls could be discerned anymore after inclusion of CTQ-scores as a covariate in the analysis of group differences. The impact of childhood adversity on hippocampal changes in MDD was also underlined by the significant increase in explained variance, when additionally accounting for CTQ-scores in the hierarchical regression analysis as well as by the fact that, vice versa, no significant increase in explained variance could be observed when additionally including MDD diagnosis in the regression model. Hence, our results might indicate that frequently observed hippocampal atrophy in MDD patients could be a function of previous maltreatment experiences rather than the diagnosis itself.
This finding bares two main consequences for the concept of morphometric anomalies in MDD. First, childhood maltreatment should be considered a powerful confounder in studies on affective disorders, and patients having suffered from maltreatment experiences might even constitute a distinct clinical subtype sharing a common set of neurobiological alterations. The present data demonstrate that the level of hippocampal atrophy in depression is strongly associated with the level of past maltreatment experiences. In consideration of these results, the impact of maltreatment on the neurobiological underpinnings of MDD might have been underestimated in former studies. It has already been proposed that childhood maltreatment massively alters phenotype and associated neurobiological markers (Teicher and Samson, 2013) , including brain morphology (Teicher et al, 2012) , neural responsiveness (Dannlowski et al, 2012) , and HPA-axis homeostasis (Heim et al, 2008) . This apparent confounding of neurobiological findings in depression by early-life abuse should be avoided by accounting for this important factor in future MDD studies, not only in the context of structural neuroimaging. Similar findings are likely to be found also in functional imaging, eg, the frequently reported amygdala hyper-responsiveness in MDD (Dannlowski et al, 2007) might in the same way be a function of group differences in childhood maltreatment experience, which was repeatedly shown to be associated with amygdala hyper-responsiveness in healthy and depressed samples (Dannlowski et al, 2012; van Harmelen et al, 2013) .
A second implication concerns the debate regarding stateor trait-related characteristics of hippocampal volume loss in depressed patients. Our data suggest that hippocampal volume loss is acquired by early-life experiences and might therefore constitute a trait-like risk factor for developing depression in later life. This idea of a 'limbic scar' is supported by imaging studies showing similar associations of MDD, maltreatment, and hippocampal changes (Teicher et al, 2012; Vythilingam et al, 2002) . Remarkably, Rao et al (2010) recently evidenced that smaller hippocampal volumes indeed partially mediate the effect of early-life adversity on the development of MDD during longitudinal follow-up. According to this notion, hippocampal aberrations could be hypothesized to act as a connecting element in the development of severe psychopathology in maltreated individuals. Moreover, even if we did not find significant interaction effects between diagnosis, maltreatment, and hippocampal volume in the present study, interaction effects between limbic alterations, early-life adversity, and MDD might be a further explanation of these frequently observed associations as has been proposed in a recent imaging study (Frodl et al, 2010b) . In addition, Gilbertson et al (2002) showed in monozygotic twins discordant for trauma exposure that, smaller hippocampi indeed constitute a risk factor for the development of stress-related psychopathology. Results of recent epigenetic studies supplement this hypothesis by revealing significantly altered methylation in genes involved in decisive pathophysiological mechanisms, such as neuronal plasticity in individuals suffering from early-life abuse (Labonté et al, 2012) . Taken together, the present results indicate that hippocampal atrophy is more likely to be a pre-existing condition that renders the brain more vulnerable to the development of affective disorders, and therefore constitutes a vulnerability marker characterizing high-risk populations rather than constituting a feature of depression itself.
Further evidence for pre-existing trait-like characteristics comes from studies showing morphometric anomalies in healthy individuals at familial risk for depression . Hippocampal size was shown to be highly heritable (Stein et al, 2012) , and several reports on genetic variations influencing shape alterations in the hippocampus support the hypothesis of hippocampal volume reductions as a predisposing trait of MDD (Frodl et al, 2008 (Frodl et al, , 2010a Stein et al, 2012) . This concept of trait-related limbic aberrations further leans on studies revealing reduced hippocampal volumes in depressed to be independent of severity of depressive symptoms, age at onset, and duration of illness (Frodl et al, 2002) , as it is also the case in our (Arnone et al, 2013; Nordanskog et al, 2010) . At first sight, these state-dependent limbic alterations seem to challenge the notion of a trait-like pre-existing condition. Still, these different findings are not necessarily contradictive, as it could well be that pre-clinically existent alterations in limbic pathways are still accessible to antidepressant medication or ECT. In fact, neuronal deficits caused by stressful life events have been reported to be at least partly reversed by antidepressant medication (Duman and Aghajanian, 2012) .
In summary, the present results suggest that hippocampal volume loss might preferably be characterized as a function of maltreatment rather than diagnosis, although considering that the underpinnings of these associations are likely to be of much greater complexity. Given the fact that both small hippocampal volume and history of maltreatment have been shown to predict severe courses of disease as well as lower rates of treatment response, future longitudinal studies should aim to explore the possible role of limbic alterations as a mediator in affective disorders. Thus, hippocampal morphometry might enable us to detect high-risk subjects and to provide better suitable therapy in future.
Strengths of our study include the large sample of patients and controls. Also, the results of our study were demonstrated by the use of two independent, complementary methods of subcortical morphometry (FIRST, VBM8). FSL-FIRST was shown to provide precise segmentations with high reliability for the hippocampus and has successfully been utilized in MDD studies (Lai and Wu, 2011; Nugent et al, 2012) , and using FSL-FIRST allowed displaying not only overall volume information, but also localized differences in shape. Furthermore, we aimed to obtain gray matter information of the hippocampus by the use of VBM, as it represents one of most commonly used instruments in morphometric studies and is highly sensitive for detecting morphometric changes in depression (Bergouignan et al, 2009 ) and maltreatment alike (Chaney et al, 2014; Dannlowski et al, 2012) . Both methods yielded widely identical results.
A limitation of our study might be the retrospective inquiry of history and level of maltreatment by means of a self-reported measure, which might have been subject to negative recall-bias in acutely depressed patients. The inclusion of structured interviews in the assessment of past maltreatment experiences, as used in former studies, could have diminished this problem (Lenze et al, 2008; Rao et al, 2010) . Although, CTQ-scores were shown to provide reliable information on past experiences of maltreatment in a large number of studies (Dannlowski et al, 2012; Teicher et al, 2012) . Moreover, retrospective and prospective inquiries of childhood maltreatment were shown to provide similar results regarding the increased risk of psychopathology (Scott et al, 2012) . Most of our patients were medicated with antidepressants that could have limited the validity of our results, as hippocampal size was found to be positively influenced by antidepressant medication in a recent study (Arnone et al, 2013) . However, in our sample, antidepressant potency was not significantly associated with hippocampal volumes in the patient sample, indicating that medication might not have had a major role in the present study. Finally, regarding the notion that small hippocampal volumes represent a risk constellation rather than a state marker, only longitudinal designs would be able to reveal causal relationships between maltreatment, hippocampal structure, and MDD.
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